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Searching for Something? Try the Catalog!

Have you tried your search in the National Archives Catalog? The Catalog is our online

portal to the records held at the National Archives and information about those records. 

With nearly 110 million digitized pages of records available (and thousands more added

each week!), you are likely to find something new every time you search.

Students Birdwatching, National Archives Identifier 166703312

Here are a few strategies to ensure successful searching:

It is best to search the Catalog for a topic, name or phrase and then narrow down the

search results using filters. If you are looking for a name or phrase, put those terms in

quotations for the search, for example: “New York”
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Search results bring back all formats of records. Use the filters on the le� side to

narrow your results to a specific type of records if, for example, you only want to

view textual records, or photographs, or moving images.

Illustration of a search in the National Archives Catalog.

Not all of the descriptions in the Catalog include digitized records. To see those that

have digital images in the Catalog, a�er conducting a search, use the filter on the le�

side to narrow your results to Archival Descriptions with Digital Objects. 

If you find a record you'd like to use, you can download it. We have a video tutorial:

How to Download Records for the National Archives Catalog. If the downloaded

record is not the resolution you require, please contact the o�ice listed in the

Contact(s) of the description.

Please note that there isn't a specific field for names in the Catalog; as a result you may

need to try several di�erent searches using di�erent strategies when searching for a name

or to find the records you are interested in. The National Archives Catalog Guide for
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Genealogists and Family Historians can help you understand what is available and how to

search for names in the Catalog. You can also review our search tips for even more

options. 

Searching for a Christmas Tree, 12/15/1944. National Archives Identifier 138926749

Check out some of our Newsletters that explore searching the Catalog:

Refine By Record Group or Collection

Search Within a Series or File Unit

While we have nearly 110 million digitized pages in the Catalog, this represents only a

small percentage of the total holdings at the National Archives. Not all records have been

digitized and made available in our Catalog, and some records have been described

without digital images added. If you find a description without digitized images attached,

reach out to the reference sta� listed at the bottom of the description in the Contact(s)

section. 

Record Group Explorer
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Looking for records from a specific government agency? Give the Record Group Explorer a

try!

The Record Group Explorer is a new pathway to view and explore our records. This data

visualization allows you to browse NARAʼs holdings by Record Group. You can use it to get a

sense of the scale and organization of records at the National Archives and to explore what

is available online via the National Archives Catalog.

The Record Group Explorer provides an overview of the scans available online within that

Record Group, including textual records, photographs, maps and charts, electronic

records, and more.

Citizen Archivist Missions

We know this is an uncertain time for many. While National Archives locations and events

are cancelled nationwide, we invite you to stay connected with us online, and join us as a

Citizen Archivist. Check out our Citizen Archivist dashboard for our latest tagging and

transcription missions. 

New to the citizen archivist program? Learn how to register and get started. 

Get started contributing!
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You can also explore History Hub, our crowdsourced history research platform, for answers

from NARA sta�, other agencies, and a community of citizen experts. The History Hub

homepage features current blog posts, recently asked questions, and a list of the subject

area communities, including: Military Records, Genealogy, Researchers Help, African

American Records, American Indian Records, Citizen Archivists and more. 

Feel free to take a look at some of the recent questions and explore the communities that

interest you.

COVID-19 Update

The National Archives is committed to the health and safety of our visitors and sta�.
We are closely monitoring the situation regarding COVID-19, and we are working
with public health o�icials and our counterpart agencies to monitor and respond to
the evolving conditions and following CDC guidelines. 

Closed Facilities 
As a public health precaution, due to COVID-19, the following changes are e�ective
close of business Friday, March 13:

All National Archives research rooms nationwide, including those at
Presidential Libraries, will be closed to the public until further notice. 

All museums, including those at Presidential Libraries, will be closed to the
public until further notice.
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All public events in National Archives facilities nationwide are cancelled until
further notice. This includes in-person public programs, tours, school group
visits, public meetings, external conferences, and facility rentals. Where
possible, we will conduct public events and outreach activities online and
through virtual meetings.

National Archives sta� will continue to serve the public remotely by responding to
emailed requests for records and History Hub inquiries. While we are closed, we
invite the public to explore our online resources by visiting www.archives.gov and
viewing our online exhibits and educational resources and participating in our
Citizen Archivist Missions.

Follow the National Archives on Facebook (USNationalArchives) and on Twitter
(@USNatArchives) for immediate updates.

For more information, visit https://www.archives.gov/coronavirus

Be well, and take care of yourselves!

World War II Posters, 1942 - 1945 "Wash Your Hands O�en". National Archives Identifier 514291

Questions or comments? Email us at catalog@nara.gov.
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